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Input Terminal CKN Keyboard:
To co-opt point or goal
If pushing Shift-button synchronous: deduct point or goal
Escape:
#3 times fast successively =Main Menu
Play time must be stopped!

Change period
+ or - and pushed Shift-button
Play time - menu
Horn manually
activated

Team-Names

#Back to previous menu

ID2000-Display-buttons
For several effects
By usage of graphicdisplays

Ball possession - switching

Starts respectively stops
the play time
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1.First steps (Switching on)
If you switch-on (plug) the CKN-console, appears for 2 seconds:
The activation picture:

2.Score-display
After these 2 seconds appears the score-display (of the chosen sport):
Play Time

Here e.g. Basketball:

Points - Home

Points - Guest
Time-Outs
Fouls

Shotclock

Period

It will always show the last score of the chosen sport, before the CKN-console was staked off.
Like in the example above:
Basketball: Time: 11min 50sec., Shotclock: 24sec., Periode: 1, Points 0:0, TimeOuts: 0, Fouls: 0
This means that in case of a power outage, all dates (points, times, foulds, ...) maintain stored!
By switching-on the power again, the last shown score will be displayed.
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3.Main menu
In the main menu, all the adjustments (sport, language, ...) shall be conducted.
Main menu German:

Main menu English:

In order to attain the main menu, the play time must be stopped (push red “STOP”-button).
Then push 3 times successively the “ESCAPE”-button.

4.Start new game
Chose “New game” in the main menu.
Then chose the sport.
E.g. Soccer
then in the display will appear (for soccer)l: 0 0:00 0
Now please chose the play time. Push “TIME”-button
Chose in the menu the pre-adjusted time (eg. period, break, special break,....).
These times are adjustable in the configuration-menu.
(Also if the time should run upwardly or downwardly.)
If you have now selected a time, you can start the game respectively the time
with the green “START”-button.
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